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Peterborough Recreation Committee (PRC) Meeting 
Roland “Beaver” Jutras Recreation Building 

Minutes of January 5, 2022 
Approved 

 
In Person Attendees: Kate Coon, Chair; Andrew Brescia; Michelle Rourke; Bob Beck, Alternate;  

Jim Long, Budget Committee Liaison; 
Lisa Koziell-Betz, Recreation Director; Julia Chidester, Program Coordinator;  

Lauren Martin, Administrative Assistant and Minute-Taker  
Remote Attendees:  Zoë Wroten-Heinzmann; Roxanne Loudin, Vice Chair (arrived 7:07pm);  

Bill Taylor, Select Board Liaison 
 

I. Call to Order:  Kate called the meeting to order at 7:00pm.  Zoë explained that she is participating 

via Zoom because her husband is out of town, and she had no child-care.  Bill Taylor is also 

participating via Zoom.   

 

II. Approval of December 1st Minutes:   

A. Kate motioned to approve the minutes as written.  Andrew seconded.  Bob voted, in 

Roxanne’s absence.  Kate, Andrew, Michelle, and Bob, attending in person, voted to approve 

the minutes.  Zoë, attending remotely, voted to approve the minutes. The minutes were 

accepted. 

B. Kate thanked Jim Long for joining the meeting tonight.  Introductions were made, as needed. 

 

III. Director’s Report:   

A. Budgeting: Lisa explained that the budget goes through a lot of tweaks as various parties 

review it.  The Select Board and Budget Committee now have a final draft version.  Lisa 

offered the following updates: 

i. The salary line item for Aquatics was increased. 

ii. Comcast fees are not being renegotiated at this time.  There is no track record yet for 

how Consolidated Communications responds to business needs. 

iii. Water line item: 

1. The reason for the high expense for water under Pool/Buildings/Grounds is 

still difficult to understand.  We did not find a leak in the filter room, and we 

have been keeping an eye on the meter readings.  Lisa pointed out that in 

addition to filling the pool, metered water is also used to fill the ice rink.   

2. Roxanne arrived at the meeting via Zoom.  She is attending remotely to 

reduce opportunities of exposing her young son to possible illness. 

3. Lisa acknowledged that since we did not fill the pool in 2020, there may have 

been a rate change since then.  Our water expenses typically average $7,000 - 

$7,500, but last year they were approximately $9,000.  The water department 

will test for leaks.  It was agreed that since the meter is not being affected, 

the problem must be before the pool.   

iv. We have spent a little of our Advertising budget on Facebook.  Julia explained that 

we put $24 into a Facebook boost for the Life Skills with Reality Check program.  

The last time this was offered, we only had two registrants and could not run the 

program.  Boosting our post allowed us to pick our target audience, and the message 

reached approximately 2,300 people in the demographic we selected.  Julia is excited 

that we were able to offer the program this time.  Kate thanked Zoë for the idea and 

thanked Julia for implementing the idea.  Julia noted that some things do not need 

extra publicity, but some do, adding that we will probably boost the post when we 

begin seeking summer employees.  Lisa commented that we budgeted $400 in 
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advertising under Administration.  We used this a couple of years ago for a 

newspaper ad but, as a general rule, we had not been using this allotment.  

v. Finance Director Lilli Gilligan and Deputy Town Administrator Seth McLean have 

increased the line items for Utilities and Fuel to be more in line with forecasted price 

increases. 

vi. Kate announced that the proposed Recreation budget will be reviewed by the Budget 

Committee on February 1st.  She is unable to attend but encouraged other PRC 

members to do so, to be available to respond to questions.  Bill commented that the 

whole budget schedule is posted on the Town website. 

B. Cunningham Pond stickers: 

i. Lisa has ordered pond stickers for this summer, which should be in within a month 

or so.   

ii. Since 2009, residents have been given their first sticker free, with stickers for any 

additional vehicles being $10/apiece.  We do get a fair amount of folks who buy a 

second sticker.  Lisa asked if we want to keep this as is or discuss modifying. 

iii. Bob asked about the budgetary reality of what we spend versus what we bring in.  

Lisa responded that sticker income and seasonal staff salaries do not come from the 

same budget.  Pointing out that we sell most of our stickers in April, May, and June, 

and the fiscal year starts July 1st, Lisa stated that we are on track with the amount of 

sticker money we expect to have taken in at this time of year.   

iv. Conversation ensued about the costs and benefits of charging for the first sticker and 

slightly raising the cost of the second sticker per household.  There was agreement 

that there would likely be way more pushback for charging a nominal fee for the first 

sticker than for slightly increasing the cost of an additional sticker.  Separating the 

two issues, Kate summarized that there is a good argument for keeping the first 

resident sticker at zero.   

v. Kate stated that the next conversation should be about whether or not to bump up 

the second sticker to $15.  Lisa affirmed that whenever there is a recommendation to 

change a fee, we have to run it by the Select Board for approval.  It was suggested 

that after a couple of tough summers due to the pandemic, it would be nice to have a 

year of normalcy before raising fees.  It was also argued that a five-dollar increase is a 

small change when averaged over the course of the summer, and that with the cost of 

everything else going up, people would understand.  The increase could provide a 

nice revenue bump but have a small psychological impact. 

vi. Michelle motioned to keep the first sticker per resident household free, raise the fee 

for additional stickers per resident household to $15, and increase the fee for non-

resident stickers to $150.  Kate seconded the motion. 

vii. The recent history of non-resident sticker availability was reviewed.  Typically, we 

offer up to 125 stickers to non-residents.  Last year, the PRC decided in May to sell 

stickers to the 75 non-residents who had placed themselves on our waiting list, and 

then wait to ensure the pond was not overcrowded before deciding on the remaining 

stickers.  At the July PRC meeting, the remaining 50 non-resident stickers were 

released, though only 18 more were purchased.  When asked if we anticipate using 

timeslots or otherwise restricting sticker-holders from using the pond this summer, 

Lisa said she currently does not expect to need to limit outdoor activity.   

viii. After Michelle’s motion was stated again, the vote was taken.  Kate, Andrew, and 

Michelle, attending in person, voted to approve the motion.  Zoë and Roxanne, 

attending remotely, voted to approve the motion.  The motion carried. 

ix. Kate suggested they also decide if 125 is still the right number of non-resident 

stickers to make available.  Lisa explained that in the past we would get very close, 

but never sold out.  Kate’s suggestion to keep it the same this summer was met with 
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agreement.  Since there was no proposed change to the number of non-resident 

stickers, it was agreed that a vote was unnecessary. 

C. Credit card fees: 

i. Lisa explained that when we began taking credit card payments in 2014, we raised all 

program fees across the board by $3.  Since the credit card processing fee is roughly 

3.4%, it was felt the three-dollar raise would cover these fees, balancing out the actual 

fees from high-cost and low-cost programs.  Lately, we have been offering a number 

of small programs at a low price, but adding $3 bumps up the cost of these 

inexpensive programs significantly.  Lisa questioned whether we should continue our 

current practice or shift to adding proportionate fees to each program based on the 

actual cost of their card processing fees.  

ii.  Julia gave the example of pick-up sports, where adults want to pay $5 on the spot to 

play basketball or volleyball.  Under our current model, this increases the pick-up 

program fee to $8 per date for residents and $10 per date for non-residents, when the 

actual cost of card processing fees for $5 programs would be seventeen cents.  The 

impact on a higher ticket program like the Playground Program, however, would be 

more like 3.5% of $300 or $10.50.  Changing to a more accurate percentage increase 

per program would make bigger programs like lacrosse, Playground Program and 

Summer Teen Challenge take a hit, but Julia would like to decrease the price of small 

programs to attract more people. 

iii. It was questioned whether it would be considered discrimination to have different 

charges for people paying by credit card than for cash or check.  Lisa was always told 

this practice would be discrimination.  It was pointed out that the town clerk and the 

finance department have disclaimers stating that the fee when paying by credit card is 

greater.  Lisa and Julia acknowledged that having different program fees for different 

payment methods would be difficult for the office to manage, and they are not 

certain if our registration system could handle this.   

iv. Lisa affirmed that there may be a third option to explore charging the actual credit 

card fees only to purchases made by card.  She would like to table the discussion until 

next month, so she can confer with Finance Director Lilli Gilligan.   

v. Julia noted that people may not attend some programs if they feel it costs more than 

it is worth.  Jim remarked that people get frustrated when we start getting picky 

about fees.  Bill cautioned that if we raise prices overall, we need to be prepared to 

explain why.   

D. Peterborough Community Center (PCC) building envelope study:   

i. Although the initial quote to assess the PCC building envelope was over $40,000, the 

program review was cut to reduce the figure to $30,000.  The structural evaluation is 

all in there, including electrical, hazardous materials, the integrity of the building, 

HVAC, and lighting.  This needs to be approved by Town Administrator Nicole 

MacStay, and then the timeline to receive results should be about six months.  Lisa 

clarified that this is the study to assess what the building needs and does not include 

any necessary corrections.  The $30,000 was approved last year to be paid through 

the Noone Fund. 

ii. The next Municipal Task Force meeting is on January 6th.  Kate will attend. 

E. Next week, Lisa and Julia will be attending the Northern New England Recreation and Parks 

Conference in North Conway. 

F. Red pines: In early December, the Monadnock Ledger-Transcript reported that the town of 

Wilton is taking down red pines due to Red Pine Scale.  We have approximately three acres of 

red pines behind the bathhouse and about 100 of them are dead.  Forester Swift Corwin 

marked the trees that need to come down.  Lisa received three bids, ranging from $3,750 to 

$5,000, to fell the trees and leave them in place.  The trees pose a hazard since they could fall 
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at any time, but it is being addressed.  There is no value to dead pines so we cannot sell the 

lumber, and it would cost more to remove the dead pines to sell them for mulch than to 

simply fell them where they stand.  Lisa stated that downing these 100 trees will not be nearly 

as noticeable as when we have to clear-cut the area to prevent the spread of scale infection.  

There is no scale there now.  We will educate the public before the clear-cutting takes place.  

Lisa noted that the money for taking down the 100 trees is coming from Recreation Buildings 

& Grounds, Services. 

 

IV. Program Report: Julia commented that there have been a few changes since her written report. 

A. Current/Upcoming Programs: 

i. Life Skills with Reality Check: Unfortunately, two siblings dropped from the 

program, so it is down to four participants.  Julia is trying to talk two more kids from 

the Southern NH Services Peterborough Program into joining.  There has been a big 

conversation on Facebook about this program and lots of people opened the link in 

our newsletter. 

ii. Youth Basketball went really well.  We had no travel games this year, but on 

Wednesdays the kids would scrimmage.  Youth apparently think of this as having a 

“game” and they have loved it.  The coaches were regular people who stepped up to 

do this for the kids, which Julia found very heartwarming. 

iii. Tap It Out: The Ledger-Transcript ran a recent article about this program, which has 

been a big success.  The instructor has paid to rent the PCC out of pocket, to offer 

the class free of charge.  After investing her own money, she is now open to charging 

$8 (residents) and $10 (non-residents) to cover the cost of the PCC.  If anything is 

left over after covering the rent, it will allow the instructor to recover some of her 

initial investment.  The same woman was also just certified to teach Zumba, which 

she will begin instructing for us in February.   

iv. Open Gym had no registrations and has been cancelled.  South Meadow School 

ended up offering a “B Team” for boys and for girls, and we offered basketball for 

5th and 6th graders, so it seems everyone found what they were looking for. 

v. Boxwood Blight and Invasive Species Workshop:  The UNH Cooperative Extension 

has identified this shrub disease and some invasive insect activity in Peterborough, so 

they are offering this free workshop to educate homeowners and landscapers.  This 

class is currently full.  With the support of the Town’s IT Department, we have been 

granted permission to hold a second class virtually, as our first webinar program.   

B. Future Plans: 

i. Youth futsal: We plan to hold this in March and April, but there has been very little 

expressed interest in coaching.  We cannot run this without coaches, so Julia asked 

the PRC to please talk it up. 

ii. Sweetheart Masquerade Ball: Julia is still thinking about how to make this February 

family dance- a replacement for the former Daddy-Daughter Dance- happen safely.  

Attendees would wear masks and we could send them home with a bagged cookie 

instead of offering refreshments. 

iii. CIT program: Julia met today with the girl she would like to supervise this.  That 

person was excited and will let Julia know when she decides. 

iv. New Hampshire Dance Institute (NHDI): Julia has booked a summer residency, 

which will take place outdoors on the field behind the Recreation office. 

C. Key Takeaways: Julia understands that the PRC receives lots of questions from the public, so 

she has added this new category to her reports to help members know how to respond.  Julia 

reviewed the list. 
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i. If people ask why Tap It Out has changed from being free to having a fee, members 

can explain how the instructor had previously been paying the building rent out of 

pocket. 

ii. We did not offer an elementary ski program this year, although we had done so 

“forever.”  Although we have not heard any negative feedback, Julia wanted the PRC 

to know how to explain this to the public.  Crotched Mountain’s package this year 

offered only one chaperone per eight kids, which is not acceptable to us with young 

elementary-age children.  They also require proof of vaccination to enter the lodge, 

and only cash transactions for purchasing food.  If we had tried to make this work 

and had chaperones who got Covid, we would have had to cancel sessions anyway. 

iii. We have only just begun looking at baseball and softball.  If anyone asks, members 

can explain that we hope to offer both sports this spring.  Lisa added that leaders for 

both Cal Ripken Baseball and Monadnock Youth Softball typically meet year-round, 

but they have both been quiet.  We may create a local travel league but not participate 

with Cal Ripken. 

D. Other:  Roxanne mentioned that someone asked her about having a Magic or Dungeons and 

Dragons group at the PCC.  Julia agreed that kids are obsessed with these.  Roxanne added 

that the comic book place in Keene has a club Julia could check out, and the school in 

Bennington has a D&D club after school.  It was agreed these would be a good avenue for 

“non-traditional” kids.  Michelle asked if the gaming program that former program 

coordinator John Kohlmorgen had set up was successful.  Julia responded that at this point, 

families are “remoted-out” and although kids still play video games, they want their sports 

back. 

 

V. New Business: 

A. PRC Goals for 2022:   

i. According to the PRC By-Laws IX) A) the By-Laws shall be reviewed every two 

years and may be amended at any time at any regular or special meeting.  The By-

Laws were last updated in 2007, so they clearly need to be reviewed. 

ii. Under IV) B) e., the By-Laws state that one duty of the Chairperson is to “maintain 

regular communication with the Town Administrator.”  Kate has scheduled a 

meeting with Lisa and Nicole for this Friday.  Kate will suggest a plan for more 

regular communication with Nicole and will tell her that the PRC will be reviewing 

their By-Laws.   

iii. By-Laws section II) D) states that the PRC “define and oversee implementation of a 

strategic Recreation Master Plan.”  It was questioned whether there is a Recreation 

section in the Town’s Master Plan.  Lisa and Kate hope to arrive at a better 

understanding of what this means when they speak with Nicole.  Kate remarked that 

the PRC may decide to amend this in their By-Laws, but for now they should review 

what this means. 

B. Natural play area in downtown parking lot:  Roxanne mentioned that she is interested in 

creating a “nature-scape” natural play area in a grassy spot in between the new downtown 

parking lot and the river.  Rindge recently created one, so Roxanne will reach out to them for 

information.  The area would have things like climbing rocks and musical instruments made 

from logs- not traditional swings.  It was uncertain who is responsible for this area and would 

need to be involved, so Bill suggested consulting Nicole.  Kate and Lisa will bring this up at 

their meeting with Nicole on Friday.  Zoë added that a bike rack in the parking lot would be 

greatly appreciated. 

C. Lisa reminded Andrew, Roxanne, and Zoë that if they plan to run again for the PRC, the 

dates for filing declarations of candidacy are listed in her written Director’s Report.  It was 

clarified that Zoë has been appointed to fill Rob Fox’s vacancy but must run in the next 
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Town elections.  That term will expire in May 2024.  Andrew and Roxanne’s positions expire 

in May 2022. 

 

VI. Adjournment:  

i. Kate motioned to adjourn the meeting. Michelle seconded. Kate, Andrew, and 

Michelle, attending in person, voted to approve the motion.  Zoë and Roxanne, 

attending remotely, voted to approve the motion.  With unanimous approval, the 

meeting adjourned at 8:27pm. 

B. The next PRC meeting will be Wednesday February 2nd at 7:00pm in the PRD meeting room. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lauren Martin 

January 11, 2022 


